
Actions and MovementsDavid IsraelArti�cial Intelligence CenterSRI International John PerryPhilosophy DepartmentStanford University Syun TutiyaPhilosophy DepartmentChiba UniversityAbstractWe present an account of action whose mainfeatures are that actions are content proper-ties that agents have in virtue of (i) the bod-ily movements they e�ect and (ii) the widercircumstances in which those movements aree�ected. The account includes de�nitions ofone action being a way of doing another, andof performing one action by performing an-other. Although this account is intended toform part of a theory of intelligent action, in-cluding the deliberate and intentional actions ofhuman agents or of autonomous robots, in thispaper we abstract from the information pro-cessing and cognitive factors involved in suchactions.1 IntroductionAction is the goal of planning, for planning is reasoningabout what actions to perform, given certain circum-stances, in order to achieve a goal. Most actions, perhapsall, involve movements of an agent's body, or more gen-erally of its movable parts. What is the relationship be-tween actions and movements? Are actions movementsthat are caused in a special way, for example by wayof certain aspects of the mental states of their agents|their beliefs, desires, and intentions? This seems wrong,for our notions of actions involve much more than merebodily movements, however caused. Consider a simpleexample: moving a block from one location to another.First, we must determine whether we are thinking of onenonrepeatable particular or of the repeatable kind of ac-tion: moving a block from one location to another. Ifthe latter, it is clear that di�erent kinds of bodily move-ment might be involved. Moving a block from one placeto another may be a kind of action, but it is not onekind of movement. Moreover, whether we have in minda single nonrepeatable event or a repeatable kind, it is�The research reported in this paper has been made pos-sible by a gift from the System Development Foundation andwas conducted as part of a coordinated research e�ort withthe Center for the Study of Language and Information, Stan-ford University.

also clear that moving a block requires more than a bod-ily movement, however caused. It also requires a block,and (roughly) a path through which the block can bemoved. The action of moving a block cannot be charac-terized solely in terms of the bodily movements of agentsthat perform the action; on the other hand, bodily move-ments can be characterized independently of the actionsthose movements are associated with when performed ingiven circumstances.What is the relationship between actions and move-ments? On our theory, actions are not special kinds ofmovements, but content properties of agents that agentshave in virtue of performing those movements in certaincircumstances. We proceed to explain this idea and toshow how a theory based on it can be used to develop ac-counts of relationships between actions that are centralto a theory of intelligent action.It will be useful to begin by examining a report of anaction. In the course of this brief examination, we shallintroduce much of our theoretical vocabulary, and someof our theory.Consider:(1) John turned on the light.We take (1) to describe an act: an unrepeatable eventin the past. Actions, on the other hand, are temporalproperties of individuals (agents), in the sense of beingpredicable of an individual at a time. Turning on a lightis an action, as is turning on some particular light l.Various people at various times have had the propertyof turning on a light; the same is true or could be true forthe property of turning on l. The act described by (1) isa movement of John's that has the property of resultingin l's being turned on. Thus actions are not kinds ofacts, but properties of individuals at times.(1) does not mention movements, nor use the term\result". But there are movements and results involvedin John's action, in his having the property of turning onthe light then, and we think these movements and resultsare the keys to developing a theory of movements, ac-tions and the relations among them. When John turnedon the light a complex movement of his body occurred.His elbow straightened somewhat; his upper arm rotatedforward and upward at the shoulder. His right index �n-ger bent somewhat while the other �ngers of his righthand were bent more into a �st (keeping them out of the



way), and his body remained stable and his feet station-ary. Given his position in front of the light switch, themovement resulted in the switch being ipped to the onposition, the appropriate circuit closing, and the lightgoing on. John's turning on the light thus consisted inhis e�ecting a movement which, given the circumstancesof the movement, had certain results.Actions are grounded in movements. Most of thethings we do, we do by producing e�ects on the objectsaround us by moving our bodies.1 We plan what to doin accord with what we know about relations among ac-tions. Intentional action requires executing various typesof movements, with knowledge of which e�ects they willhave. Which e�ects are produced is not merely a mat-ter of which types of movements are executed, how-ever. They also depend on the circumstances in whichthe movement occurs; not only the immediate circum-stances, but ones that are quite remote. In the exampleabove these would include, for example, the continuedoperation of the electrical generating plant that suppliedthe lights with power. The type of movement John exe-cuted will turn on a light in circumstances like the oneshe was in|which light depending on which light is con-nected to the switch he is standing in front of; in othercircumstances it might result in someone being tweakedon the snout, or someone being insulted, or a circus dogbeing commanded to do a somersault.Reasoning about action, either in planning/practicalreasoning or in plan recognition, must ultimately begrounded in reasoning about movements. In designingrobots able to act e�ectively in a wide variety of environ-ments, we must keep in mind that the things the robotcan directly control are the movements of its own e�ec-tors; to know how to do things in any of a wide varietyof circumstances is to know how to move one's body ap-propriately in those circumstances. For any intelligentagent there will be a repertoire of types of movementsthat meet two conditions:(A) The agent can produce movements of these types ina very large range of circumstances.(B) The agent knows what e�ects movements of thesetypes will have in (at least some of) the types ofcircumstances it encounters.That is, an intelligent agent must grasp at least part ofthe causal role of the movements it can produce in theenvironments in which it is likely to �nd itself. It mustassociate with the movement types a pattern or rela-tion between types of environments and the e�ects move-ments of that type will have in these environments. Wecall these relationships the meanings of types of move-ments.The term \meaning" suggests the perspective that un-derlies our approach. We regard movements as havingpropositional contents, and in this regard there is a struc-tural similarity to utterances. The propositional con-1We do not here address the issue of purely mental actions.In the interests of simplicity, we shall be dealing only withthe kinematics of movements, abstracting completely fromconsiderations of masses and forces. Finally, we shall notconsider actions of maintenance and/or prevention.

tent of an utterance|what is expressed|depends on thetype of sentence used and the context and wider circum-stances in which it occurs. The propositional content ofa movement|what it results in|depends on the typeof movement and the context and wider circumstancesin which it occurs. The term \meaning" has been usedfor the relation between circumstances and propositionalcontent associated with sentences. Here we extend it totypes of movement and types of result.2Our account is based on a good deal of oversimpli�ca-tion and streamlining, both with respect to agents andthe language we use to describe them, and our goals arestrictly limited. We assume that the agents in questioncan be viewed as systems with a set of e�ectors relatedby an architecture; the types of movement of the wholesystem are systematically determined by the types ofmovements available to the e�ectors and the architec-ture. These agents e�ect movements; movements areconcrete, unrepeatable particulars that belong to vari-ous types. Acts, then, are movements e�ected by agents.An agent who e�ects a movement of a given type is saidto execute that type. Such executions, which play therole of basic actions in our theory, constitute our �rstcategory of actions.When an agent e�ects a movement of a given type incertain de�nite circumstances, that movement will havevarious results: propositions made true by the e�ects ofthe movement. We say that the agent brings about theseresults. This is our second category of actions, whichwe call accomplishments.3 We consider only these twocategories of actions in this paper and focus most of ourattention on accomplishments.Actions are mainly of interest to people insofar as theyare done purposively, intentionally, vindictively, and thelike. The part of our theory that we present here doesnot touch any of these interesting features of action. Theonly reason it doesn't apply to a tree falling as well asto a man shooting is that the former is not an act: treesdon't e�ect movements; they just move. Nothing in ourtheory explains the di�erence between acts and othermovements.Before we can develop an account of the meanings ofmovements, we need to develop some ideas about move-ments themselves. We turn to this in the next section,and to the meanings of movements in x3. In x4, weintroduce actions and focus especially on those actions(accomplishments) that can be characterized in terms ofthe result brought about. We also de�ne certain centralrelations involving actions and movements. In x5, webriey discuss related work and the last section containssome conclusions and a preview of further research.2We do not assume, however, that an act has a uniquecontent. In [Israel and Perry, 1989; Israel and Perry, 1991],we develop a notion of content that allows an event (act,utterance, etc.) to have multiple contents.3The result that is brought about need not be intended;we are using the term \accomplishment" in what might becalled its wry sense, according to which one could focus ona quite unintended result of someone's endeavors, and say,\That's quite an accomplishment".



2 MovementsWe take movements to be concrete particulars. Theybelong to various types, and are e�ected by agents atparticular times, in particular places, and in speci�c cir-cumstances. The results of a movement depend on thetype of movement e�ected, the agent, time, place andcircumstances. Our example focuses on a a certain co-ordinated movement of arm, hand and �nger that wecall shall \icking". As we have noted, the same type ofmovement can be used to do di�erent things by di�er-ent agents, in di�erent circumstances, at di�erent times.Thus it is natural to associate relations between circum-stances and results with types of movements. We callthese relations the meanings of the movement types.The movement types with which we associate mean-ings involve the whole body and all its e�ectors. Con-sider again John's icking in the immediate neighbor-hood of the light switch. When we said that that type ofaction in that circumstance would have as a result thatthe light gets turned on, we didn't really just imagineJohn icking. We imagined him icking while standingstill. If he had moved his feet so as to take a full stepbackward, while his right arm went forwards and up-wards, he would not have turned the light on, but wouldmerely have pawed the air ine�ectually. If he had movedhis feet so as to take a full step forward, he would nothave turned the light on, but merely have banged hisknuckle against the wall.When a person icks, his arm and hand move as apart of an ensemble of movements and non-movementsof other bodily parts. The movements that we deal within this essay are complex movements of the whole body.People often think of partial movements (and movementtypes), and `icking' can be thought of as a label forsuch a partial type. In so thinking, they are focusingon a (perhaps) complex partial movement and ignoringthe movements (or non-movements) of the rest of hisbody. These latter form the movement context for thesalient partial movement. The icking is salient becauseit constitutes the increment, given the movement contextand the wider circumstances, necessary for turning onthe light. In a more complete account, we would need tobe able to keep track of these other movements; to havea theory of movements of persons and other systems, weneed to relate it to a theory of the movements of theirparts. For our purpose in this paper, however, a verysimple conception will su�ce.3 MeaningsLet us suppose that John executed the icking movementand turned on the light intentionally. We can imaginehim realizing that he was standing right in front of andin easy arm's reach of a switch that he believed wasconnected in the appropriate way to the light. Why doeshe e�ect the movement that he does?We might represent what John knows about move-ments that explains his doing what he did, as a general-ization about (i) movements of the body, (ii) complextypes of movement (iii) circumstances in which thosemovements occur, and (iv) results.

(2) If I e�ect a movement of the icking type, while oth-erwise standing still, in circumstances in which I amstanding directly in front of and within easy arm'sreach of a light switch of a certain kind that is in onthe o� position and which is correctly connected upto a functioning light, then a result of such a move-ment will be that the light so connected will getturned on. Moreover, if I simply stand still, then,in those very same circumstances, the light will notget turned on.The second sentence should not be interpreted as say-ing that there is no other way, in those circumstances,for John to bring it about that the light is turned on. Itsimply says that if John's total body movement is a suf-�cient condition, in the circumstances, of the light beingturned on, then his icking movement, in particular, isa necessary part of that su�cient condition.Let us now attempt to generalize and abstract, by wayof the following generalization over movements (m) in-volving parameters for total movement types (M ), cir-cumstances (C, plus auxiliary parameters for objects andrelations involved in C), and results (P , plus auxiliaryparameters).(*) Any movementm that is of type M , that is e�ectedin circumstances of type C(x1; . . . ; xn;m), will haveas a result that P (xi; . . . ; xl) (1 � i � l � n).Given (*), we can associate a relation between (typesof) circumstance, and (types of) results with the move-ment type M . We call this its meaning and denote it as[[M ]]. Thus we say[[M ]](C;P ) i� (*).44 ActionsWe distinguish two categories of actions, executions andaccomplishments.4.1 ExecutionsExecutions are actions de�ned simply by the types ofmovements executed. We use EM as short for \executesM" EM (�; t;m) i�1. � executes m at t2. m is of type MWe assume that the results of a movement of type Moccurring are identical with that of an agent executing amovement of type M . Someone interested in the theoryof dance, for example, might be interested primarily inexecutions; typically, however, both as agents and theo-rists, we are not primarily interested in executions, butin accomplishments.4Note that C is not quite a property or type of circum-stance, and P is not quite a proposition. They are whatmight be called parametric properties and propositions.



4.2 AccomplishmentsAccomplishments are actions de�ned by results; they canbe reported by way of a certain canonical form: � bringsit about that P . We use BP as short for \brings it aboutthat P".5 Later, in x5.1, we shall introduce a formal lan-guage within which to model some of the logic of accom-plishments; in this section, as in the previous sections,our treatment is informal.BPxi;...;xl(�; t) i�9M;m; and C such that1. EM (�; t;m)2. C(x1; . . . ; xn;m)3. [[M ]](C(x1; . . . ; xn;m); P (xi; . . . ; xl)).4.3 The way of relationOur account allows us to analyze various important re-lations between actions.Consider the following piece of practical advice or ex-pression of commonsense know-how:(3) Flipping the light switch to the on position is a wayof turning on the light (to which the switch is con-nected in the appropriate way).What do we mean when we say that ipping the switchto the on position is a way of turning on the light? Thereis a relativity to circumstance that is suppressed. We re-ally mean that ipping the switch to the on position is away of turning on the light in certain circumstances C|when the wiring is installed, the fuse is not blown, thepower is on, etc. On the view sketched so far, any case(act) in which an agent ips the switch will involve thatagent's executing a movement type that, in the givencircumstances, has as a result that the switch is ipped.The same is true for any case of an agent's turning onthe light. When we say that accomplishing the �rst is away of accomplishing the second, we are claiming thathowever, in those �xed circumstances, you bring aboutthe �rst, you will have brought about the second.It will help to introduce the concept of an executionbeing a mode of an accomplishment in a circumstance:MO(C; EM;BP ) i� [[M ]](C;P ).Now let C be �xed as above. In C, bringing it aboutthat the switch is ipped to the on position is a wayof bringing it about that the light is on i� any type of(total body) movement M which is a mode of bringingit about that the switch is ipped to the on position is amode of bringing it about the light (to which the switchis connected) is turned on. More generally, we de�nea family of two place way of (WO) relations betweenaccomplishments parameterized by C:WOC(BP;BQ) i� 8M MO(C; EM;BP ) )MO(C; EM;BQ).5We have in mind cases in which the relevant causal chaindoes not involve the beliefs, desires, and intentions of anotheragent. We do ultimately intend to accomodate cases, e.g.,in which one person brings something about by convincinganother to perform do something, but the intuitions we relyon here pertain to the simpler cases.

These relations are pre-orders; they are reexive andtransitive. Reexivity is a mildly and innocuously coun-terintuitive property: in C, bringing it about that theswitch is ipped is a way of bring it about that switch isipped. Transitivity is central to means-end reasoning.What of symmetry and antisymmetry? In the circum-stances C, bringing it about that the light is turned on isnot a way of bringing it about the switch is ipped to theon position, but nothing in our account rules out casesin which, relative to some circumstance C 0, bringing itabout that the light is turned on is a way of bringingit about that switch is ipped to the on position andvice-versa. Plausible examples of symmetry, though, arehard to come by. We preempt the search for such casesby declaring in advance our readiness to accept the anti-symmetry of theWO relations, and thus, our acceptanceof the claim that, given a �xed circumstance C, accom-plishments form a partial order.4.4 The VO and PER relationsIn the foregoing, we de�ned two temporal properties ofagents, (i) that of an agent executing a movement of atype at a time, and (ii) that of an agent bringing it aboutthat P at a time. We also introduced relations amongaction properties and circumstances: (i) the relation ofa movement execution property being a mode of accom-plishing a proposition in a type of circumstance and (ii)the relation of one accomplishment property being a wayof for another accomplishment property, in a type of cir-cumstance. We now bring these together in an analysisof the by relation. We do things by doing other things;that is, we perform some actions by performing others.Our analysis of actions involves two categories: execu-tions and accomplishments. So, too our analysis of theby relation involves two subrelations. Consider:(4) John ipped the switch to the on position by ick-ing.(5) John turned on the light by ipping the switch tothe on position.We o�er de�nitions of two relations involving agentsand times, that of an agent bringing it about that Pby executing a movement of a certain type in a circum-stance at a time, and that of an agent, at a time, bringingit about that P by bringing it about that Q, in a cir-cumstance. These two relations together comprise ouranalysis of the by relation. We use the notation VO(to suggest in virtue of) for the �rst and PER for thesecond.VO(�; t; C; EM;BP ) i�9m such that1. EM (�; t;m)2. C(m)3. MO(C; EM;BP )Thus (4) is true i� (roughly):(40) John e�ected a movement of the icking type, in cir-cumstances such that any movement of that type,in that kind of circumstance, would have as a re-sult that the switch directly in front of which that



movement was e�ected would be ipped to the onposition.PER(�; t; C;BP;BQ) i�9M such that1. VO(�; t; C; EM;BP ) and2. WOC(C;BP;BQ).Thus (5) is true (roughly) i�:(50) John e�ected a movement of a type and in circum-stances such that any movement of that type in thatkind of circumstance would have as a result that theswitch directly in front of which such a movementwas e�ected would be turned to the on position andin that kind of circumstance, any type of movementthat had as a result that a switch so related to amovement of that type was ipped to the on po-sition, would also have as a result that the lightto which that switch was appropriately connectedwould be turned on.5 Related workThere has been a great deal of work in AI on planning,and more generally on reasoning about action. McDer-mott and Allen have developed general theories of eventsand actions, with special attention to their temporalcharacteristics [McDermott, 1982; Allen, 1984]. In thesituation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969], actionsare treated as functions from states (or situations) tostates, where these latter are themselves akin to instan-taneous snapshots of possible worlds.Recent work on intention of Cohen and Levesque [Co-hen and Levesque, 1990] presents a more complicatedpicture. They add action constructors from dynamiclogic to a multi-sorted �rst-order modal language, onesort being of event types, so that standard temporal logicoperators are introduced by de�nition. The main focusof their work, though, is elsewhere: on a theory of therationally balanced cognitive states of rational agents,and in particular, a theory of commitment and inten-tion. Similar remarks apply to the account of George�and Rao [Rao and George�, 1991]. More closely relatedto the ideas presented here is Goldman's theory of ac-tion, especially the account of action generation [Gold-man, 1970]; see also [Pollack, 1986] for an application tothe problem of plan recognition.5.1 The Logic of AccomplishmentIn a series of papers, [Segerberg, 1982; Segerberg, 1985]and especially [Segerberg, 1989], Krister Segerberg hasattempted to exploit the dynamic logic of programs[Pratt, 1979] to provide a formal account of features ofhuman action. In dynamic logic, one posits a set S oftotal states and the set S! of �nite or in�nite sequencesor histories of states. One then associates with eachprogram � its intension, the set S!� � S! of executionssequences of �. Segerberg focuses on those (human) ac-tions that can be characterized by way of their resultsand for which there exists a program or routine for ac-complishing those results. He introduces an operator �,to be read as \bringing it about" that takes sentences

and yields action (accomplishment) terms. Where � isa sentence and for any path p, p(#) the �nal element ofp, the intension of [[��]] = fp j 9� (p 2 [[�]]& 8p0 (p0 2[[�]] ) p0(#) 2 [[�]]))g. These accomplishment terms,rather than program terms (as in standard dynamiclogic), are then used to form the modal operators of amulti-modal logic.Segerberg allows all of the standard operators of reg-ular propositional dynamic logic [Fischer and Ladner,1979]. We shall present here only the sequential com-position (`;') fragment of the logic, and we shall sub-stitute our B for Segerberg's �. We had investigatedthis fragment independently of Segerberg. Our intuitionwas akin to his: our movement types were the analoguesof the programs of dynamic logic (Segerberg's routines)and, like Segerberg, we had decided to look at a languagein which reference to movements (programs/routines) issuppressed.The language L of the logic consists of a languagefor classical propositional logic, plus closure under theaccomplishment operators. These are formed from thespecial delimiters `[' and `]' enclosing accomplishmentterms. The sets of sentences and terms are de�ned bysimultaneous inductive de�nition, as follows: Where Pis a denumerable set of sentence letters,1. Each P 2 P is a sentence.2. The sentences are closed under a functionally ade-quate set of Boolean operators.3. If � is sentence, then B� is a term.4. If �1 and �2 are terms, so is �1; �2.5. If � is a term and �, a sentence, then [� ]� is asentence.Sentences of the form [B�]	 are to be read as \Afterbringing it about that �, it is the case that 	."6 Theaxioms are as follows.71. any tautology2. [� ](�^	) � ([� ]� ^ [� ]	)3. [�1; �2]� � [�1][�2]�4. [� ]T5. [B�]�6. [B�]	! ([B	]�! [B�]�)The rules are as follows:1. Modus Ponens2. External Extensionality: If ` � � 	, then ` [� ]� �[� ]	.3. Internal Extensionality: If ` � � 	, then `[B�]� � [B	]�.86In any theory in this language, the standard form en-countered would be �! [B	]�.7These �rst four axioms cover the sequential compositionfragment of regular propositional dynamic logic.8We accepted external extensionality for the sake of sim-plicity; but were, and remain, dubious about internal ex-tensionality. Still, given Segerberg's treatment, the logic iscongruential, and this is a signi�cant technical advantage.



The semantics of L is given in terms of frames of thefollowing kind: hS;A;B;Pi, where1. S (the domain of possible total states) is a set.2. A (the set of actions) is a set of binary relations onS which is� closed under relational composition (relativeproduct).3. B (the action operator) is a function from P to A.94. P (the set of propositions) is a set of subsets of Swhich is� closed under set theoretic union, intersectionand complement relative to S; and� for each R 2 A, P is closed under the operatorIR de�ned as follows: for all P 2 P,IR(P ) = fs j 8t(hs; ti 2 R) t 2 P )g.Segerberg presents soundness and (weak) complete-ness proofs for a logic that extends full (regular) proposi-tional dynamic logic. The completeness proof also yieldsa proof of the �nite model property and decidability.6 Conclusions and further researchWe have sketched an account of the nature of actionwhose main features are that actions are properties thatagents have in virtue of (i) the bodily movements theye�ect and (ii) the wider circumstances in which thosemovements are e�ected. Though this account is intendedto form part of a theory of intelligent action, includingthe deliberate and intentional actions of human agentsor of autonomous robots, we have abstracted quite com-pletely from the information processing and cognitivefactors, including sensory-motor control factors, involvedin such actions. Some quite preliminary steps in the di-rection of a richer theory can be found in [Israel, 1987;Perry, 1986; Israel and Perry, 1989] and more directlyin [Israel and Perry, 1991]. Finally, we have borrowed aformal treatment, due to Krister Segerberg, of the logicof bringing it about. Further development in this lastdirection requires extension to the �rst order case.7 AcknowledgmentsWe would like to thank the members of the RATAG(Rational Agency) project at CSLI for stimulating dis-cussion and helpful criticism.References[Allen, 1984] J. F. Allen. Towards a General Theory ofAction and Time. Arti�cial Intelligence, 23(2):123{154, 1984.[Cohen and Levesque, 1990] P. Cohen and H. Levesque.Intention is choice with commitment. Arti�cial Intel-ligence, 42(3), 1990.9We use the same notation for both the symbol and thefunction denoted by it.
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